Greetings from the Marketplace at The Wing

Holidays bring opportunity for year-end cheer, reflection, introspection, giving, love, and home. Here I share what I’ve reflected now with the holidays ahead. I’ve learned and continue to learn many things during this tumultuous year of 2020. I learned we must be conscientious in our thoughts, words, actions, and being. Forego complacency in what was done before, and instead enact change for what needs to be done now, motivated by doing what is right, and to do it well.

At the Marketplace, we’re motivated by many perspectives in our large and always-growing community: by the 55+ local authors and artists with messages of hope, resilience, expression, and self-worth when their stores have closed and gift fairs have all been but cancelled [see My Unforgotten Seattle (p. 6)]; their 100+ small publishers and businesses in the Pacific Northwest and Hawai‘i who produce said work and have experienced severe slowdown; the once tens of thousands of guests that visit from near and far each year, finding themselves quite literally represented in the stories, the picture books [see Bilal Cooks Dahl (p. 14)], the prints and accompanying exhibits; as well as by the current societal atmosphere that exposes existing travesties of a nation while also emboldening a call for change [see This Book is Anti-Racist (p. 12)].

I’ve learned this year that, while actions may communicate implicit values, speaking directly and explicitly about our values and aligned actions is just as necessary on this road toward vast, beyond-our-community change [see Serve the People (p. 12)].

We want to give back. We’re realigning with our values of increasing equity in our communities though accessibility and donor partnership. We’re sharing our socially impactful membership level and are a part of Museums for All, respectively a local giving option and a nationwide program dedicated to making our museum accessible to those who experience cost as a barrier [see Community Level Membership (p. 21)]. We’re partnering with local API artists: wife-and-husband duo of Nice Rice Shop, father Nolen Lee of Punching Pandas, and Santa himself to provide a custom gift-and-giving option, donating half of proceeds to Mary’s Place in supporting our Seattle families and ending youth homelessness [see Mary’s Place Gift Set (p. 4)]. May no child sleep outside.

And I’ve learned it’s just as important to celebrate all our ancestors’ histories of triumphs in the face of tribulation (we just celebrated the 6th official Indigenous Peoples’ Day this October in the city of Seattle). That an act of celebration is in itself an act of resistance.

So, may we remember our communities behind our work, may we continue to share the good will and purpose, and may we celebrate, together. We’re dedicated to upholding our mission to advance racial and social equity. Through inclusion, representation, redefinition, and celebration.

Here’s to us - our community - as we wish you all a Happy Holiday Season. Sending love, warmth, and compassion. Sending thanks to you all. We lift our hands up!

Mahalo piha,

Rayann Matsui

Director of Museum Services
Marketplace Hours

Friday to Sunday, 10am to 5pm
As of 11/20/20

You can call to place an order during our open hours. We can ship to anywhere within the U.S. via USPS. Items can be placed on hold until end of the next business day.

Phone: 206-623-5124 x 203
MARY’S PLACE GIFT SET

This year you can support women, children, and families around King County through our Mary’s Place Gift Set. This set includes an exclusive Nice Rice Shop dumpling ornament, a Punching Panda greeting card coloring sheet, and a letter from Santa Claus himself! Half of the proceeds go to Mary’s Place’s No Child Sleeps Outside campaign to end youth homelessness. You can also support Mary’s Place by donating at www.marysplaceseattle.org or by purchasing gifts to donate to families. Gifts must be received by December 6th. Price includes shipping to you or a loved one by first-class mail. **$19.99**

SHOP-O-RAMA DISCOUNTS

- **DEC 2-6** 20% off all stuffies
- **DEC 9-16** 20% off all unframed prints
- **DEC 16-20** All current members receive 20% off storewide
BOOK-O-RAMA

Join us for a holiday season full of brilliant illustrators, incredible storytellers, and visionary leaders who will leave you full of hope and imagination. November through December, enjoy nearly weekly book readings, artist demonstrations, and more. Each event comes with a Book-O-Rama Gift Set that bundles together goods from authors and artists for the perfect conscientious gift-buying.

Register for book talks at wingluke.org/holidays
All Book-O-Rama Gift Sets are 15% off for the general public.
Members receive an additional 5% off, look for a code in the mail!

SPIRITED STONE SET
Learn more about Kubota's Garden, the Pacific Northwest-style Japanese garden that has inspired visitors and locals alike for generations. Paired with the Minidoka Pilgrimage: Never Again is Now sticker, this gift set honors founder Fujitaro Kubota’s personal story and Japanese American history. $32.26 ($37.95 value)

Book Talk | Sat. Nov. 7
2PM PST (Live on ZOOM)

INTERGENERATIONAL JAPANESE AMERICA SET
16-year-old Kiku time travels to 1942 and finds herself incarcerated alongside her Japanese American family. This moving graphic novel asks, what do we lose when we don’t know our own history? Online orders come with a Minidoka Pilgrimage prayer tablet sticker that commemorates the experiences of incarcerated Japanese Americans. $17.84 ($20.99 value)

Book Talk | Sat. Nov. 14
2PM PST (Live on ZOOM)
MY UNFORGOTTEN SEATTLE SET
Learn local history from former Wing Luke Museum executive director Ron Chew in his new autobiography My Unforgotten Seattle. Chew was born on Beacon Hill and spent much of his childhood visiting Chinatown-International District. He went on to become one of the most influential figures in neighborhood -- and Seattle -- history. This online set comes with local artist Monyee Chau’s Resiliency sticker, honoring the C-ID. $33.96 ($39.95 value)

HOW TO DRAW CUTE BEASTS SET
Complete your Angela Nguyen collection with the latest addition to her art tutorials - How to Draw Cute Beasts. This gift set comes with a randomly chosen Pikarar sticker only available on our online store. $14.41 ($16.95 value)

BRUCE LEE SET
Celebrate 80 years of Bruce Lee with two new books on the life and life lessons of the legend himself. Learn more about Bruce Lee’s career in Hong Kong and Seattle with Bruce Lee: Sifu, Friend and Big Brother by Doug Palmer. Delve deeper into the philosophies of Bruce Lee with Be Water, My Friend: The Teachings of Bruce Lee written by his daughter, Shannon Lee. $36.50 ($42.95 value)
**MULAN SET**
Revisit this beloved story of Mulan the woman warrior this holidays season, translated by Faye-Lynn Wu and illustrated by Joy Ang. This set comes with a NIKONEKO Lucky Lion sticker. **$20.56** ($21.99 value)

**HAWAIIAN LEGENDS FOR LITTLES SET** Engage and inspire young readers with this collection of four board books illustrating Hawaiian legends. Give the gift of storytime this holiday! **$27.19** ($31.99 value)

**KAWAII FOOD FACE MASK SET**
Add these cute foodie-inspired Smoko face masks to your weekly rotation to stay cute and safe when picking up your favorite local takeout over the holidays! **$30.00**
**FAIR TRADE MASK & EARRING SET**
For the fashionista in your life, give the gift of effortless style with this Rover & Kin fair trade face mask and half moon earrings set. $24.95

**FRIENDS FACE MASK & KEYCHAIN SET**
This gift set will make your bestie smile! A Smoko reusable facemask with an adorable light-up keychain makes for a cute gift that says you care. $24.95

**FOOD IS LOVE SET**
We all know that food is love, but make it clear to your friends and family this year by gifting this set, complete with a portable ambient Smoko light, a surprise foodie-inspired enamel pin, and a surprise vinyl sticker by illustrator Cathy Wu! **$38.50**

**BRUCE LEE 80TH ANNIVERSARY LANYARD**
$5.95

We have new items on the way for Bruce Lee’s 80th Anniversary! T-shirts will be coming soon, follow us on Facebook for announcements.

Order these sets online through [digitalwingluke.org/shop](http://digitalwingluke.org/shop)
80TH ANNIVERSARY DRAGON PIN
$12.50

BRUCE LEE DRAGON MAGNET
$6.95

THREE BRUCES POSTCARD $2.25

BRUCE LEE LOONG POSTCARD $2.25

BRUCE LEE NUNCHUCKS MAGNET
$6.95
BRUCE LEE SIGNATURE ITEM SALE

Get the last of A Dragon Lives Here merchandise now! New goods coming Fall 2020 for Bruce’s 80th birthday.

15-50% off postcards, magnet, puzzles, lanyard, t-shirts, sweatshirt, and hats

Sale ends December 31st

December 9-13
Shop-o-rama Discount

20% off all unframed prints!
SOCIAL JUSTICE READING FOR EVERY AGE

A IS FOR ACTIVIST
A is for Activist is an ABC board book for teaching kids to be unapologetic about standing up for their rights and for others. $11.95

COUNTING ON COMMUNITY
This board book for counting from 1 to 10 is a timely depiction of families doing Earth-friendly activities that bring a whole neighborhood together. $11.95

SEEING GENDER
An up-to-the-minute deep dive into a timeless and universal topic, queer artist and author Iris Gottlieb’s illustrated guide breaks down the history, science, and sociology of gender identity and gender expression. Each concept is presented in its own illustrated spread, making this an excellent reference and guidebook for anyone who needs to express themselves in a gendered society. Which is, as the author points out, everyone! $27.50

SEEING GENDER

Our newest exhibit
Guilty Party
opens on November 14th!

Folk mysticism, cultural tradition, digital technology, and social media converge in this new exhibit

THIS BOOK IS ANTI-RACIST
Tiffany Jewell introduces the concepts of social identity, race, ethnicity, and racism in clear, easy-to-understand language and gender-neutral words that unpack and present these difficult topics in a relateable, accessible way for all ages. She includes exercise prompts to spark introspection and help uproot bias, and empower the reader to actively defy racism in their own daily lives. $16.99
SO YOU WANT TO TALK ABOUT RACE
Local writer, speaker, and organizer Ijeoma Oluo deftly walks the reader through best practices for navigating some common conversations about race, “Why can’t I say the “N” word?” and “Why can’t I touch your hair?” to “Is police brutality really about race?” and “What is the school-to-prison pipeline?” She shows readers how to talk about how racism is fundamentally woven into the foundation of our society, and how that foundation continues to permeate every aspect of our daily lives. $16.99

SERVE THE PEOPLE
This is the story of the social and cultural Civil Rights movement to define Asian America that began in the 1960s, uniting the isolated Chinese, Japanese, Filipino, and other Asian diaspora communities in solidarity. With over 120 interviews and illustrated with original images from underground activist publications, Karen L. Ishizuka brings history to life through the voices of those who fought on the front lines and witnessed first-hand the birth of a new kind of American identity. $29.95

ENJOY AT HOME

MEDITATION BALLS
Reduce stress, improve brain function, and exercise your hand muscles with the Zen Meditation Balls set. Rest and recover after work with this simple and peaceful gift. $9.95

ORIGAMI PAPER - 200 SHEETS
KIMONO PATTERNS
This set of origami paper was designed with traditional kimono patterns. Make colorful creations with this high-quality double sided paper. $8.99
MINI BONSAI KIT
Share the gift of simple elegance this holiday season with a Mini Bonsai Kit. Perfect for the office and the home (or home office)! $35.00

TRAVEL MAHJONG SET
The Travel Mahjong Set fits easily into a backpack, carry-on suitcase, and your game cupboard. Nothing brings the family together quite like game night. $35.00

FOR LITTLES

LIL B DUMPLING TOASTY PLUSH
Lil B Dumpling Toasty Plush comes with a microwavable flaxseed pouch. Take the pouch out of the dumpling, microwave it, and stuff it back in for a snuggly and toasty companion. $29.95

Dec 2-6
Shop-o-rama Discount

20% off all stuffies!

CELEBRATE THE WORLD: DIWALI
This holiday season celebrate the world with this colorful board book about the Hindu festival of lights. Introduce young readers to Diwali through one family’s traditions of sharing, decorating, and feasting! $8.99
COLOR ME: WHO’S IN THE OCEAN?
Make bathtime fun for the little ones with this coloring book activated by water! $12.95

BILAL COOKS DAAL
Bilal Cooks Daal is a vibrant picture book about the joys of cooking for those special people in our lives! Follow six-year-old Bilal as he prepares and shares his favorite food of all time with his community. $17.99

STATIONERY

AMICREATIVE CARDS & STICKERS
Amita Nair’s card designs are beautifully intricate and uplifting. Look out for her cards, pins, and stickers now at the Marketplace!
Cards $5.99 each
Stickers $4.00 each
KELA DESIGNS
New Kela Designs cards are now here! Her illustrations of cute corgis and tasty edibles are sure to make someone smile. $5.99 each

LITTLE RED HOUSE CARDS
New to the Marketplace! Show someone you appreciate them with an adorable card by The Little Red House. $5.99 each
LITTLE RED HOUSE CARDS
We’ve picked out some of the best holiday greeting cards from small business across North America! Find beautiful cards by Gotamago (pictured) and other independent stationery lines in store. Starting at $5.99 each

VEQUE BASE COAT AND TOP COAT
Doing nails at home? Manicures will last and last with Veque’s signature base coat and top coat. $20 each

VEQUE ROJO NAIL POLISH
Find Veque’s bestselling red shade Rojo and other colors at the Marketplace! $18
R.H.O COSMETICS
After years of developing products for big companies such as Sephora and Ulta, chemist Rachel Ho decided to create her own line of skincare products that could actually deliver on their promises. Her Repair+Balance Cream is a powerful moisturizer with peptides that reduce the appearance of fine lines and sun damage. The Repair+Balance Serum is a night-time treatment that leaves skin velvety. Learn all about the ingredients at her informative website, rhocosmetics.com.

RHO Cosmetics Repair+Balance Serum $78

RHO Cosmetics
Repair+Balance Cream $78

JEWELRY

ROVER AND KIN
Beautiful hand-crafted designs that inspire. With a fair trade guarantee, Rover & Kin has all of your bases covered. Rover & Kin’s charitable mission has extended to providing face masks in the Berkley, CA area and Nepal where many of their goods are created. Starting at $20
MORNING RITUAL
Jade makes a wonderful gift! Morning Ritual Studio handcrafts these beautiful jade designs laced with gold and silver in a meditative way, hoping to imbue a sense of calm and peace in each design. **Starting at $32**

KIMONO REVIFY
Brighten someone’s life with Kimono Revivify’s colorful handmade jewelry! Akino McCune creates fun and modern jewelry out of vintage kimono fabrics. **Starting at $14**
CHA-PANI PINS
Cha-pani’s sassy pins are a lesson on everything from the redundancy of “chai tea” to pronunciation of “namaste.” #IYKYK. $12.00

EUNI+CO FINGER HEART PIN
Check out this limited edition collab pin made by HEMLEVA and EUNI+CO and share it with your friends, family, and those dear to you. This simple yet meaningful design will remind your loved ones that you care about them. $12.00

AMICREATIVE PINS
Local artist and designer Amita Nair has created a collection of intricately detailed hard enamel pins inspired by her Indian heritage. Blending the traditional with the modern, these pins are sure to be statement pieces on your backpack, clothing, or anywhere else you decide to put them! $13.00

December 16-20
Shop-o-rama Discount

All current museum members receive 20% off storewide!
SAPONIKA SOAP
Surprise a friend this holiday season with one of the Saponika soaps featured in the Where Beauty Lies exhibit! These soothing hand soap bars are locally made, vegan, and prepared in small batches. **$8.00**

SMOKO AMBIENT LIGHTS
Smoko Ambient Lights are playful and adorable! Choose between dumpling or boba, or buy both! **$18.50**
Our mission is built on fostering social equity in our communities by increasing access to the stories we share here at The Wing. This is why we’ve decided to launch a new **Community Member Sponsorship** program to provide membership opportunities to those who experience cost as a barrier. Enjoy the benefits of membership and give back to the community at the same time!

Purchasing members will receive a traditional Friends Level membership for themselves to enjoy a full year of benefits. Simultaneously, an additional **Friends Level membership** will be gifted to community partners and organizations (including local family businesses, community centers, and schools) on our “Community Member Sponsorship” list, providing them access to the museum with full member benefits for an entire year.

For more information on the program benefits, visit our website at [www.wingluke.org/membership](http://www.wingluke.org/membership)
Give your loved ones the gift of exciting exhibitions, programs and benefits with membership at the Wing Luke Museum! Your gift supports this unique and special Museum that promotes the underrepresented histories and experiences of our Asian American and Pacific Islander communities.

Members, two-year renewals comes with an exclusive pin! Upgrade opportunities and auto-renewal options are available for any membership tier. We are grateful for your continued support of The Wing.

**INDIVIDUAL $50**

- Unlimited Museum Experience admission
- 10% discount at the Museum Marketplace
- 15% off all tours for one person
- 50% off admission for member's friends & family*
- Listing and annual acknowledgment in The Wing newsletter
- Subscription to The Wing newsletter and e-newsletter
- Discounts on Museum performances and programs
- Exclusive invitations to exhibit openings and receptions
- Online advance notice for special offers, events, exhibitions and programs

**FRIENDS $75**

All essential membership privileges plus:
- Unlimited free admission for two people
- 15% discount off all tours for up to two people

**FAMILY $95**

All of the benefits of Friends membership plus:
- Unlimited free admission for up to 4 children under 18 with member
- Advance notice and priority registration to family events and education programs

**COMMUNITY $150**

Receive a Friends Level membership for yourself and donate a Friends Level membership to a partner who has signed up for our Community Member Sponsorship program, increasing accessibility and advancing equity in our communities!

**PATRON $150**

All of the benefits of Family membership plus:
- Reciprocal benefits with more than 1,000 museums nationwide

**BENEFACTOR $300**

All of the benefits of Patron membership plus:
- Unlimited Museum Experience general admission for 6 people
- 15% discount (for up to 6 people) on Chinatown Discovery Tours*
- 15% discount on event space reservation

*Members must be present at time of visit. Not valid for prearranged or private tours.